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ABSTRACT
Coastal forest in large areas of the Tohoku and Kanto districts of Japan were destroyed by the
Great East Japan tsunami on 11 March 2011. However, coastal forest had some ability to reduce the
damage by a tsunami even when they were broken, because they could provide drag force and impact
force on the tsunami current, reflect part of the tsunami, and reduce the velocity and water depth
behind the coastal forest. The objective of this study is to estimate the tsunami mitigation effect when
coastal forest was perfectly or partly broken, under the condition at which coastal forest and
embankment co-exist. The water depth was increased in front of the embankment by reflection and
damming up, and the water depth inside coastal forest is large also. The tsunami mitigation effect
becomes most significant, and the breakage ratio of coastal forest becomes smallest, when the
embankment is on the land side, since tsunami which reduced by the embankment hits coastal forest.
On the other hand, if coastal forest is in the sea side of the embankment, the breakage ratio becomes
large and the tsunami mitigation effect becomes small, since tsunami hits coastal forest directly.
KEYWORDS: Tsunami, Coastal forest, Embankment, Numerical simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
Coastal forests have long attracted attention
because they mitigate catastrophic coastal
phenomena like tsunamis and storm surges. Based
on previous work (Shuto, 1987), the roles of
coastal vegetation in tsunami mitigation include:
1) stopping floating objects, such as a ship or
broken debris, and protecting houses behind the
forest;
2) reducing water flow velocity, flow pressures,
and inundation water depth;
3) saving lives by catching persons carried off by
tsunamis and enabling them to land in tree
branches; and
4) collecting wind-blown sands and raising dunes,
which act as natural barriers to tsunamis.
Shuto (1987) defined vegetation thickness as dn,
where d is the diameter of a tree trunk and n is the
total number of trees in the tsunami current
direction and in unit length in the direction to the
shoreline, and evaluated the tsunami mitigation
effect of a coastal forest using dn. However, only
the breast high diameter of trees is included in dn,
and the vertical structures of trees, such as aerial
roots, branches and leaves, are not. Tanaka et al.
(2007) improved the expression of drag force by
considering real vertical stand structures and
proposed a depth-averaged equivalent drag

coefficient, CD-all, for various tropical trees on the
basis of field observations in Sri Lanka, Thailand,
and Indonesia. Tanaka et al. (2007) also defined
vegetation thickness, which includes the vertical
structure of trees, dnall, and evaluated the tsunami
mitigation effect of a coastal forest using dnall,
where dnall is given by the product of dn and CD-all.
Tanaka et al. (2007) further pointed out that
Pandanus odoratissimus grown in beach sand is
especially effective in mitigating tsunami damage
in tsunamis less than 5 m high due to its density of
trees and complex aerial root structure. Since the
Indian Ocean tsunami, several field observations
have elucidated the effects of coastal forests on
tsunami energy reduction (Danielsen et al., 2005;
Kathiresan and Rajendran, 2005; Tanaka et al.,
2007; Mascarenhas and Jayakumar, 2008).
Currently, a coastal forest is considered to be a
comprehensive strategy to mitigate the destructive
force of tsunami events. This technique is useful
for developing countries because it involves less
initial capital investment than more sophisticated
coastal protection measures such as artificial
structures. In fact, several projects to plant
vegetation on the coasts as a bioshield against
tsunamis have been started in South and Southeast
Asian countries (Tanaka et al., 2009, 2011; Tanaka,
2009, 2011). In addition to field investigations,
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laboratory experiments and numerical simulations
have been conducted to clarify the capacity of
coastal vegetation to mitigate tsunami damage.
Iimura et al. (2011) demonstrated the effects of tree
density distribution in a forest on the reduction of
velocity and run-up height by experiments and
numerical simulation. Tanimoto et al. (2007)
investigated the effects of forest width on the runup height and velocity behind the tropical forest,
and confirmed that the mitigating effect of a coastal
forest on a tsunami increased with increasing forest
width. Further, the flow velocity and tsunami force
were significantly reduced by a coastal forest of
Pandanus odoratissimus in proportion to the
increase in forest width. On the other hand, the
flow velocity and tsunami force are significantly
amplified at the edge or exit of a gap in a coastal
forest (Thuy et al., 2009, 2010a).
However, coastal forest in large areas of the
Tohoku and Kanto districts of Japan were
destroyed by the Great East Japan tsunami on 11
March 2011. The tsunami caused by the Great East
Japan Earthquake at 14:46 JST on 11 March 2011,
which had a magnitude of 9.0 and an epicenter 129
km east of Sendai, destroyed part of the sea walls
(Mimura et al., 2011; Suppasri et al., 2012) and
coastal forest behind or in front of sea-embankment
in the Tohoku and Kanto districts of Japan (Tanaka
et al., 2012). However, coastal forest had some
ability to reduce the damage by a tsunami even
when they were broken (Thuy et al., 2011), because
they could provide drag force and impact force on
the tsunami current, reflect part of the tsunami, and
reduce the velocity and water depth (Tanaka, 2012)
behind the coastal forest. Thus, it is very important
to clarify the tsunami mitigation effect by the
coastal forest considering the location of forest and
embankment when coastal forest is severely or
partly broken.
Therefore, the objective of this study is to
clarify the tsunami mitigation effect by coastal
forest with embankment. The breakage ratio of
coastal forest in relation to the different
combination of coastal forest and embankment is
especially focused by this numerical simulation.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Governing equations
Numerical simulation was performed using
the same model as Thuy et al. (2009). The
governing equations are depth-averaged twodimensional non-linear long-wave equations that
include bed resistance, drag, and turbulenceinduced shear forces due to interaction with the
forest. The governing equations are:
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Eq. (1) is a continuity equation, and Eq. (2)
and (3) are momentum equations in the x and y
directions, respectively, where, t is the time, x is the
direction perpendicular to the shoreline, y is the
direction parallel to the shoreline, ζ is the water
surface elevation, Qx and Qy are the flow rate
(discharge per unit width) in x and y directions, h is
the still water depth, g is the gravitational
acceleration, ρ is the water density, τbx and τby are
the bed resistance per unit area in x and y directions,
fDx and fDy are the drag force per unit area in x and y
directions, Ex and Ey are the eddy viscosity term in
x and y directions. The bed resistance in Eq. (4) and
(5), drag force in Eq. (6) and (7) and eddy viscosity
in Eq. (8) and (9) were reformulated to be
compatible with the governing equations:
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where m is Manning’s roughness coefficient
(=0.025), bref is the breast height diameter of trees,
n is the tree density (number of trees per unit area),
and CD-all is the depth-averaged equivalent drag
coefficient considering the vertical stand structure
of the trees, which was defined by Tanaka et al.
(2007) as:
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where CD-ref is the reference drag coefficient of the
trunk at breast height (=1.0) and b(ZG) and CD(ZG)
are the projected width and drag coefficient of a
tree at the height ZG from the ground surface,
respectively. The eddy viscosity coefficient νe is
expressed in the sub-depth scale (SDS) turbulence
model as described below.
2.2 Turbulence model
The eddy viscosity coefficient is determined
by solving the transport equation of the kinetic
energy kD from the SDS turbulence model given by
Nadaoka and Yagi (1998). In this model, all the
energy lost due to bottom friction and tree
resistance becomes the energy of SDS turbulence.
The transport equation in Eq. (11) and each model
equation in Eq. (12), (13), (14), (15), and (16) are:
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where kD is the kinetic energy, u and v are the
depth-averaged flow velocity components in x and
y directions, respectively. pkh is the turbulence
energy generated by horizontal shear modification,
pkv is the SDS energy generated by bottom friction,
pkd is the SDS energy generated by tree resistance,
and εD is the dissipation rate of turbulence energy.
Moreover, all model parameters (cw=0.09, cd=0.17,
σk=1.0, λ=0.08) were adopted with reference to the
study by Thuy et al. (2009).

2.3 Breaking condition of trees
To take in tree breaking to simulation, the
models of Tanaka et al. (2010) and Thuy et al.
(2011), which consider the breaking conditions of
tropical sand dune vegetation, were adapted to pine
trees. The force F and moment M acting on the tree
trunk at ground height (Eq. (17) and Eq. (18)) and
the critical bending moment of trees (Eq. (19))
were used for judging tree trunk bending as shown
below.
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where U ( = u 2 + v 2 ) is the velocity (m/s), Dref
(=100 bref) is the tree trunk diameter at breast
height in cm units, k is the dimensional constant
(=2 or 3 for hard trunk and elastic trees,
respectively (Tanaka and Yagisawa, 2009)).
When M was larger than Mbcri, the tree was
judged to be bent, and the drag coefficient was
changed from 1.0 to 0.2. From field survey results,
pine trees 15 cm in diameter were mostly bent.
Using Eq. (18) and Eq. (19), the threshold moment
for a 15 cm tree is around 6.75 kN･m.
2.4 Numerical method
A set of the above equations was solved by the
finite-difference method of a staggered leap-frog
scheme. An upwind scheme was used for nonlinear convective terms. A semi-Crank–Nicholson
scheme was used for the terms of bed friction, drag
force, and turbulence-induced shear force. For a
moving boundary treatment, a number of
algorithms are necessary for the flow occurring
when the water surface elevation is high enough to
flow into the neighboring dry cells (Iwasaki and
Mano, 1979). On the offshore sides, a wave
generation zone with a constant water depth in
which governing equations are reduced to linear
long-wave equations was introduced to achieve the
non-reflective wave generation by using the
method of characteristics. The initial conditions
were given for a state without a wave in the
computational domain including the wave
generation zone.
3. VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL METHOD
The numerical method was validated as
compared with the result of field survey at the
affected area by the Great Japan tsunami on 11
March 2011. The site for field survey and
simulation is selected in Sendai city in Japan
shown in Fig. 1. The topography condition for
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validation is shown in Fig. 2. In this area, T.P. +5.4
m high sea embankment is located 50 m from
shoreline, and T.P. +4.0 m high sand dune is
located behind embankment. The width of the
coastal forest, which is consisted by Japanese pine
trees, was 640 m, and it started at 80 m from the
shoreline. From field survey results, the tree height
is 9.6 m, the breast height diameter is 0.15 m and
the tree density is 0.2 no./m2 as average tree
conditions. The drag coefficient is changed from
1.0 to 0.2 when a tree is judged to be broken. The
tsunami wave height is 7.0 m, and the wave period
is 30 min at the start boundary. This wave becomes
9.7 m high at the shoreline.
Comparison of the numerical simulation data
with the observed maximum water depth is shown
in Fig. 3. The tsunami water depth of field survey
at the site was determined by evidence of collisions,
e.g., the height of scars made by debris on tree

trunks or by broken branches and water marks on
the walls of damaged buildings, marks on broken
roofs, or debris located on roofs (Tanaka, 2012).
From this figure, a simulation result reproduces the
field survey result very well. Therefore, the
tsunami mitigation effect and the breakage ratio of
coastal forest are discussed using this numerical
model.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Topography and tsunami conditions
The topography condition used for numerical
simulation on the effect of coastal forest and
embankment is shown in Fig. 4. This topography
condition is set as the model which simplified
topography of Wakabayashi-ku, Sendai City. The
coastal forest and embankment are arranged in flat
area on land part of topography. The deep-water
depth at the start boundary is 200 m. The direction
of the incident tsunami was perpendicular to the
shoreline. In the present paper, the run-up of only
the first wave is discussed.
4.2 Coastal forest and embankment conditions
The tree species and forest condition was the
same with section 3. Width of embankment is 30.0
m, and height of embankment is 5.4 m from datum
level (z=0.0 m). Schematic of the combination of
the embankment and coastal forest are shown in

coastal forest
sea embankment
D.L.+5.4m

Fig. 1 The site location for model validation

D.L.±0m

1/1067

(flat)

1/182

200m

Coastal forest (640 m)
except for Teizan-unga Canal

1/150

1/50
1/111

1/262
100m
26220m

Sea embankment
(T.P. +5.4 m)

100 m

3100m

2220m

1500m

Fig. 4 The topography conditions for simulation on the
effect of coastal forest and embankment
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Fig. 2 The topography conditions of the simulation site
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Numerical simulation

8
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the numerical simulation data with
the observed maximum water depth

Fig. 5 Schematic of the combination of the embankment
and coastal forest, (a) Case A, (b) Case B, (c) Case C
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4.3 Tsunami mitigation and breakage ratio of
coastal forest
Fig. 6 shows the distribution of maximum
water depth in each combination patterns (Wv=600
m). The water depth was increased in front of the
embankment by reflection and damming up, and
the water depth was decreased at hinterland
(around 800m-landward from shoreline) in all
combination patterns. Moreover, the water depth
inside coastal forest is large also in Case A and
Case C which have the coastal forest behind the

embankment. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of
maximum water depth with the change of coastal
forest length in each combination pattern. In Case
B and Case C, location of the embankment and
increasing point of water depth just behind coastal
forest move to landward as the coastal forest length
becomes long. In Case A and Case C which have
the coastal forest behind the embankment, the
water depth inside coastal forest behind
embankment was increased, as the coastal forest
length becomes large. In Case B, the effect of
coastal forest on water depth cannot be seen,
because the effects of reflection and damming up
by embankment are very large. Moreover, the
water depth is not so much changed at hinterland
(over 800m-landward from shoreline) in each
combination patterns.
The breakage ratio of coastal forest was

Maximum water depth (m)

Fig. 5. The combination pattern was set 3 cases, the
embankment is arranged in front of coastal forest
(Case A), behind coastal forest (Case B), and in
middle of coastal forest (Case C). Length of coastal
forest is set 4 cases, 100 m, 200 m, 300 m and 600
m.
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Fig. 6 Distribution of maximum water depth in each
combination pattern (Wv=600 m), (a) Case A, (b) Case B,
(c) Case C
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Fig. 7 Distribution of maximum water depth with the
change of coastal forest length (Wv), (a) Case A, (b) Case
B, (c) Case C
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Breakage ratio of coastal forest (%)

calculated for further confirming the effects of tree
breakage on tsunami mitigation. Fig. 8 shows the
breakage ratio of coastal forest with the change of
coastal forest length in each combination patterns.
If coastal forest length is small, all range of coastal
forest was broken in all combination pattern. On
the other hand, when coastal forest length becomes
large, the landward-side forest remains and the
breakage ratio of forest become small, since
tsunami energy is reduced considerably by the front
part of coastal forest. The breakage ratio of coastal
forest in Case A is smallest. In Case A, the
breakage ratio becomes small, since tsunami which
reduced by the embankment hits coastal forest.
Case C ha s the co as tal fo r est b e hi nd the
embankment like Case A but it is separated in two

120
100
80
60
Case A

40

Case B

20

Case C

0
0

200

400

600

areas. The trees are perfectly broken (breakage
forest length is large (in this study Wv=600 m), the
breakage ratio becomes small, and the reflection
and damming up of tsunami by coastal forest
becomes large. So, if coastal forest length is large,
the water depth inside coastal forest behind
embankment was increased in Fig. 7 (a) and (c). In
Case B, the breakage ratio is highest, since tsunami
hits the coastal forest directly.
The tsunami mitigation effects by coastal
forest and embankment at hinterland (2000mlandward from shoreline in this study) are shown in
Fig. 9 to 11. The water depth and velocity were
reduced about 10% compared with the case of
without coastal forest on Wv=600 m. Moreover, a
little reduction of water depths is seen on the
condition at which coastal forest length is short and
all range of forest was broken. The fluid force
index, which is given by U2(h+ζ), was reduced
about 30% compared with the case of without
coastal forest on Wv=600 m in Case A. Fig. 12
shows the time profile of water depth in Case A at
2000m-landward from shoreline. The arrival time
of tsunami was delayed, as coastal forest length
becomes large. In Case A, arrival time of tsunami
is delay able for about 120 seconds at the
maximum. Therefore, the superiority has been
confirmed in the mitigation of Case A at which
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Fig. 8 Breakage ratio of coastal forest
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Fig. 9 Maximum water depth with the change of coastal
forest length in each combination pattern (2000mlandward from shoreline)

Fig. 11 Maximum fluid force index with the change of
coastal forest length in each combination pattern
(2000m-landward from shoreline)
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Fig. 10 Maximum velocity with the change of coastal
forest length in each combination pattern (2000mlandward from shoreline)
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Fig. 12 Time profile of water depth in Case A (2000mlandward from shoreline)
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tsunami mitigation effect is the highest and
breakage ratio of coastal forest is the smallest
because the embankment can reduce the first attack
of extreme tsunami force.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Numerical simulations were carried out to
investigate the tsunami mitigation effect by coastal
forest and the breakage ratio of coastal forest
combining coastal forest and embankment. The
results of this study can be summarized as follows.
1. The tsunami mitigation effect by coastal forest
and embankment becomes larger and the
breakage ratio of coastal forest becomes
smaller with increasing coastal forest length.
In addition, in this study, 600 m of coastal
forest length is required to 10m-height
tsunami for remaining the coastal forest.
2. The tsunami mitigation effect becomes most
significant, and the breakage ratio of coastal
forest becomes the smallest, when the
embankment is located on the sea side, since
tsunami hits coastal forest after it is reduced
by the embankment.
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